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PRECISION MEDICINEoriginal
reports

Real-World Data From a Molecular Tumor
Board: Improved Outcomes in Breast and
Gynecologic Cancers Patients With
Precision Medicine
Lindsey M. Charo, MD1,2; Ramez N. Eskander, MD1,2; Jason Sicklick, MD1,3; Ki Hwan Kim, MD4; Hyo Jeong Lim, MD5;

Ryosuke Okamura, MD1; Suzanna Lee, MPH1; Rupa Subramanian, MD1; Richard Schwab, MD1; Rebecca Shatsky, MD1;

Steven Plaxe, MD2; Shumei Kato, MD1; and Razelle Kurzrock, MD1

abstract

PURPOSE Next-generation sequencing is increasingly used in gynecologic and breast cancers. Multidisciplinary
Molecular Tumor Board (MTB) may guide matched therapy; however, outcome data are limited. We evaluate the
effect of the degree of matching of tumors to treatment as well as compliance to MTB recommendations on
outcomes.

METHODS Overall, 164 patients with consecutive gynecologic and breast cancers presented at MTB were
assessed for clinicopathologic data, next-generation sequencing results, MTB recommendations, therapy
received, and outcomes. Matching score (MS), defined as percentage of alterations targeted by treatment over
total pathogenic alterations, and compliance to MTB recommendations were analyzed in context of oncologic
outcomes.

RESULTS Altogether, 113 women were evaluable for treatment after MTB; 54% received matched therapy.
Patients with MS ≥ 40% had higher overall response rate (30.8% v 7.1%; P = .001), progression-free survival
(PFS; hazard ratio [HR] 0.51; 95% CI, 0.31 to 0.85; P = .002), and a trend toward improved overall survival (HR
0.64; 95% CI, 0.34 to 1.25; P = .082) in univariate analysis. The PFS advantage remained significant in
multivariate analysis (HR 0.5; 95% CI, 0.3 to 0.8; P = .006). Higher MTB recommendation compliance was
significantly associated with improvedmedian PFS (9.0 months for complete; 6.0 months for partial; 4.0 months
for no compliance; P = .004) and overall survival (17.1 months complete; 17.8 months partial; 10.8 months
none; P = .046). Completely MTB-compliant patients had higher MS (P , .001). In multivariate analysis
comparing all versus none MTB compliance, overall response (HR 9.5; 95% CI, 2.6 to 35.0; P = .001) and
clinical benefit (HR 8.8; 95%CI, 2.4 to 33.2; P = .001) rates were significantly improved with higher compliance.

CONCLUSION Compliance to MTB recommendations resulted in higher degrees of matched therapy and
correlates with improved outcomes in patients with gynecologic and breast cancers.

JCO Precis Oncol 6:e2000508. © 2022 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is being integrated
into routine cancer care, providing patients and their
oncologists with molecular characterization of their
tumors and a promise for personalized therapy. Mo-
lecular analysis reports include genomic alterations in
signaling pathways, DNA repair pathways, and bio-
markers for response to immunotherapy. Several large
meta-analyses, examining a total of over 85,000 pa-
tients in clinical trials, found significantly improved re-
sponse rates in patients receiving biomarker-directed
therapy compared with unselected therapies.1-3 The
goal of precision oncology is to customize targeted
regimens, often navigating patients to specific clinical
trials or combining several agents repurposed from US

Food and Drug Administration approvals for other tu-
mors to an individual’s unique tumor profile.4-7

Precision medicine has a long history in breast oncol-
ogy, with early incorporation of hormone status and
HER2 overexpression guiding treatment.5,8,9 Gyneco-
logic cancers have more recently seen the benefits of
biomarker-directed therapy. Most notably, BRCA al-
terations and homologous recombination deficiency
predict improved response rates to poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase inhibitors as single agent10-14 or combined
with bevacizumab15 in maintenance therapy in epi-
thelial ovarian cancer. Higher tumor mutation burden
(TMB) and microsatellite instability high-molecular
phenotypes predict response to checkpoint blockade
in solid cancers, especially uterine, cervical, and vulvar
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malignancies.16-19 Extrapolating from data in breast cancer,
trastuzumab has been used for patients with HER2-positive
uterine serous cancer with exciting results,20 although
combination of everolimus and letrozole has not proven to be
reliably biomarker-dependent in uterine cancer.21

Targeting single pathways may be insufficient given tumor
heterogeneity, escape pathways, and low response rates.22

Evidence is emerging that patients may benefit most from an
N-of-one approach, examining all available NGS to deter-
mine a customized, often multiagent, treatment-to-target
driver alterations, taking into context biomarkers of resis-
tance, drug interactions, and clinical history.6,7,23-26 Evidence
using multiple agents to target various alterations in an in-
dividual’s gynecologic or breast cancer is limited,5,27 likely
due at least in part to the complexity of managing combi-
nation therapy dosing and treatment-related adverse events.

This complex strategy requires a multidisciplinary ap-
proach, best addressed by a Molecular Tumor Board
(MTB).23-26 The UC San Diego Moores Cancer Center MTB
is a meeting led by medical oncologists with expertise in
precision medicine and therapeutics, which incorporates
the patient’s clinical history and treatment course, relevant
pathology, imaging, and all molecular profiling, as well as
medical, surgical, radiation, and gynecologic oncologists;
bioinformaticians; basic and translational scientists; ge-
neticists; clinical trial coordinators; and medication ac-
quisition specialists. After discussion, a targeted regimen is
recommended to the patient’s primary oncologist. Here, we
provide outcome data on 164 patients with gynecologic or
breast cancers who underwent NGS and were presented at
our MTB. We show that high degrees of molecular
matching of therapy with genomic alterations correlates
with following MTB suggestions, which in turn associates
favorably with outcome.

METHODS

Molecular Tumor Board

Amidlevel and a senior medical oncologist with expertise in
genomics, clinical trials, and immunotherapy moderated

the face-to-face MTB meetings three times per month.
Treating physicians submitted cases, including patient age,
malignancy, prior treatment, biopsy site(s) and date(s), and
molecular profile results. The treating physician or a proxy
presented the clinical case; a pathologist reviewed perti-
nent histologic slides; and a radiologist presented key
images and chronological comparisons if applicable. All
molecular tests were performed at the College of American
Pathologist–accredited and clinical laboratory improve-
ment amendments–licensed clinical laboratories. Clinical
trial coordinators and medical acquisition specialists
screened patients for eligibility in clinical trials and medi-
cation acquisition. The MTB selected therapies to maxi-
mally target individual molecular alterations thought to be
driving an individual’s cancer, often combining drugs to
address as many targetable molecular alterations while
considering toxicity limitations. Combination therapies in-
volved unique combinations, established combinations, or
clinical trial experimental drugs. If multiple drugs were
administered, they were administered at the same time and
not sequentially. MTB recommendations were provided,
but the treating physician made the final therapeutic de-
cision. MTB complied with Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act privacy standards.

Patients

Patients with consecutive gynecologic or breast cancers
presented at the face-to-face MTB from December 2012 to
September 2018 were assessed for eligibility, as described
previously.26 All investigations followed the UC San Diego
Internal Review Board–approved Profile-Related Evidence
Determining Individualized Cancer Therapy (PREDICT)
study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02478931) guide-
lines for data acquisition28 and for any investigational
therapies or procedures for which the patients consented.

NGS of Tissue and Blood-Derived Cell-Free Circulating

Tumor DNA

The treating physician determined which NGS tests to
order. Options included tissue-based sequencing, liquid

CONTEXT
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Does molecular matching of therapy with genomic alterations correlate with improved oncologic outcomes in patients with

gynecologic and breast cancers?
Knowledge Generated
Patients with higher degrees of matched therapy had higher overall response rates, progression-free survival, and a trend

toward improved overall survival. Higher compliance to Molecular Tumor Board recommendations was associated with
higher degrees of matched therapy and improved outcomes.

Relevance
Molecular Tumor Boards are a valuable resource for gynecologic and breast cancer treatment; we advocate for increased

access in this patient population to assist with treatment decisions as they may improve oncologic outcomes.
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biopsy, and/or immunotherapy biomarkers. Tissue-based
sequencing panels included 47-397 genes while circu-
lating tumor DNA panels included 54-73 genes depending
on the test laboratory and date29,30 (Data Supplement).
Some physicians presented NGS results at MTB even if
their patient was tolerating current therapy without pro-
gressive disease. In these situations, they often did not
change treatment within 6 months of MTB presentation.
Other physicians ordered the tests or presented older NGS
tests at disease progression or intolerance of current
treatment to change the treatment regimen. Only patients
who had a change in treatment within 6 months of MTB
presentation were included in the outcome analyses.

Evaluating the Degree to Which Therapy Was Matched

With Genomic Alterations (matching score)

Matching score (MS), reflecting the degree of matching of
patients to treatment, was calculated by evaluating the total
number of alterations targeted by administered drugs di-
vided by the total number of alterations. For example, if a
tumor had four alterations and the patient received two
therapies that targeted two of these alterations, the score
would be 50% (two of four alterations targeted). A receiver
operating characteristic curve (Data Supplement) identified
40% as the optimal cut point for MS in our cohort. MSs were
calculated by investigators blinded to patient outcomes.
Further details regarding MS calculation have been re-
ported previously.7

Compliance to MTB Suggestions

Compliance to MTB recommendations was determined by
examining the recorded recommendations of the MTB and
the patient’s first line of therapy after MTB presentation. If
the patient received all recommended treatments, it was
considered completely compliant. If they received part of the
recommendation, it was partial. Physicians could choose
therapy afterMTBdiscussion; for this publication, physicians
who provided their choice of therapy without adhering to
any MTB suggestions were considered noncompliant.

Statistical Methods

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize patient and
molecular characteristics. Progression-free survival (PFS)
was defined as the start date of treatment after MTB pre-
sentation to the date of progression or death, as determined
by radiographic, serologic, or clinical findings. Overall sur-
vival (OS) was defined as the start date of therapy after MTB
presentation until the date of death. Patients who had not
progressed or were still alive at the last follow-up for PFS and
OS, respectively, were censored on the date of last follow-up.
RECIST v1.1 was used to evaluate response rates. Overall
response rate (ORR)was defined as complete response (CR)
or partial response (PR) while clinical benefit rate also in-
cluded stable disease (SD) for ≥ 6 months. Patients (n = 2)
who had SD ongoing at less than 6 months were ex-
cluded from the clinical benefit rate analysis (SD≥ 6months,
PR or CR) as they were not considered assessable for

SD ≥ 6 months (although they were included in the PFS and
OS analysis). Kaplan-Meier curves were constructed, and
the Wilcoxon test compared survival outcomes by MS and
compliance to MTB recommendations. Univariate and
multivariate Cox regressions were used to compare survival
and response rates by MS and compliance to MTB; cova-
riates with P , .2 were included in multivariate analyses.
Because patients who received completely compliant
treatment had higher MSs (P , .001), separate multivariate
analyses were conducted for MTB compliance and MS.
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS, version 25.

RESULTS

Patient and Tumor Molecular Characteristics

A total of 164 female patients with breast (n = 128, 78.0%)
and gynecologic (n = 36, 22.0%) cancers were presented
at MTB. One male patient with breast cancer was excluded
from this study as all other study participants were female.
Of the patients with gynecologic cancer, 36.1% had ovarian
cancer, 41.7% had endometrial cancer, 13.9% had cer-
vical cancer, 2.8% had vulvar cancer, and 5.6% had
presumed gynecologic cancer of undetermined primary
site (Appendix Table A1).

The majority (n = 148, 90.2%) had tissue-based NGS while
37.2% of patients had a liquid biopsy (9.8% had liquid
biopsy alone while 27.4% had both tissue and liquid bi-
opsies). The majority of submitted tumor samples were
microsatellite stable (n = 48 out of 50, 96%), programmed
death-ligand 1 (PD-L1)–negative (n = 41 out of 49, 83.7%),
and TMB low (n = 30 out of 51, 58.8%; Appendix Table
A1). Of the 135 patients with Foundation Medicine31 tissue
NGS, the most common alterations were in the following
genes: TP53 (54.1% of patients), PIK3CA (27.4% of pa-
tients), MYC (20.7% of patients), CCND1 (16.3% of pa-
tients), and PTEN (14.8% of patients; Data Supplement).
The 30 most common alterations in patients with Guardant
circulating tumor DNA32 NGS are detailed in the Data
Supplement (n = 58), with the top four in the following
genes: TP53 (50.0% of patients), PIK3CA (34.5% of pa-
tients), BRAF (20.7% of patients), and MYC (20.7% of
patients).

Overall, 113 women were evaluable for treatment after MTB
presentation (Appendix Fig A1). Of the evaluable patients,
the median age was 50 (range, 20-80) years. Eighty-one
(71.7%) patients were White, 15 (13.3%) were Hispanic,
nine (8.0%) were Asian, four (3.5%) were Black, two
(1.8%) were mixed, and two (1.8%) declined to answer.
There were no differences in outcomes by race; White
patients had a median PFS of 10.1 months, and non-White
patients had a median PFS of 9.6 months (P = .894).
Patients received a median of three prior lines of therapy
(range, 0-14). Two patients (1.8%) had primary disease
while the remainder (98.2%) had recurrent disease. In-
formation about gynecologic (n = 28) and breast (n = 85)
cancer cohorts is included in the Data Supplement.

Precision Medicine in Gynecologic and Breast Cancers
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All 165 patients were on the PREDICT trial (Clinical-
Trials.gov identifier: NCT02478931). Two patients were
also consented to the IPREDICT trial (ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT02534675).7 In addition, four patients
(3.5%) were navigated to secondary trials for which they
consented. Thirty-two of 113 patients (28%) received
advised therapies that were standard of care for their
disease at the time of the MTB. Details including NGS
results, treatments, demographics, and secondary clinical
trial enrollment of the 113 patients who received a change
in treatment after MTB are included in the Data Supple-
ment. A representative case of a patient with metastatic
high-grade adenocarcinoma who responded to matched
therapy is included in Figure 1.

Matching Drugs to Patients With Gynecologic and Breast

Cancers After MTB Discussion Was Feasible

Overall, 61 patients (54%) received matched therapy. The
median MS for the entire cohort was 9.1% (range, 0%-
100%). For the 61 patients who received matched therapy,
the median MS was 33.3% (range, 6.7%-100%); eight
patients (13.1%) received completely matched therapy.

Patients With MS ‡ 40% Had Significantly Higher

Response Rates and PFS With a Trend Toward

Improved OS

In all evaluable patients, the median PFS was 5.1 months
(range, 0.4-73.5) and OS was 12.9 months (range, 0.7-
73.5). Patients with MS, 40% (n = 87) had a median PFS

Pre-treatment 2.5 months post-treatment

Trametinib for NF1 R440*
Nivolumab for PD-L1–positive

FIG 1. Representative case of metastatic high-grade serous adenocarcinoma of likely gynecologic (favor tubo-
ovarian) primary managed with matched targeted combination therapy approach. This is a 68-year-old woman who
initially noticed enlargement of a right groin node (study ID: 4275). Biopsy was consistent with metastatic high-grade
serous adenocarcinoma. CT showedmultiple enlarged abdominal lymph nodes (left), with no obvious primary tumor
on positron emission tomography. She was counseled on options for standard-of-care therapy with paclitaxel and
carboplatin or enrollment in clinical trial. Tissue molecular profiling through Foundation Medicine showed alterations
in NF1 R440*, CCND2 amplification, CCNE1 amplification, KDM5A amplification, and TP53 T231fs*9. Tumor
mutation burden was low (3 mutations per megabase), microsatellite stable, and PD-L1 by immunohistochemistry
showed low positivity (5%, Ventana SP142). The case was discussed at the Molecular Tumor Board with suggestion
of trametinib (MEK inhibitor forNF1R440*) and nivolumab (anti–programmed death 1 inhibitor for PD-L1 positivity).
Patient also gave informed consent for an open-label navigational I-PREDICT study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT02534675).7 The patient was started on trametinib 1 mg by mouth daily and nivolumab 240 mg intravenous
every 2 weeks. CT 2.5 months after therapy was initiated showed partial response (left to right, best response 53%
reduction by RECIST 1.1). Along with the reduction of tumor, tumor markers also normalized (CA153 before the
therapy: 68.5U/mL, nadir: 25U/mL [normal range: 0-25U/mL], CA125 before the therapy: 80U/mL, nadir: 12U/mL
[normal range: 0-34 U/mL]). The patient tolerated the therapy well without major drug-related adverse events
(experienced grade 1 rash). Treatment is ongoing for 19months at the time of last follow-up. CA, cancer antigen; CT,
computed tomography; I-PREDCIT, Investigation of molecular Profile-Related Evidence Determining Individualized
Cancer Therapy for patients with aggressive malignancies; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1.
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of 3.9months (range, 0.4-73.5) while patients withMS≥ 40%
(n = 26) had a median PFS of 9.3 months (range, 1.4-19.0;
hazard ratio [HR] 0.51; 95% CI, 0.31 to 0.85; P = .002;
Table 1, Fig 2A). This remained significant in multivariate
analysis, adjusting for disease site and number of prior lines of
therapy (adjusted HR 0.3; 95% CI, 0.3 to 0.8; P = .006;
Table 2). Similarly, patients with MS, 40% had amedian OS
of 11.9 months (range, 0.7-73.5) while patients with
MS≥ 40%had amedianOS of 18.8months (range, 1.5-44.8;
HR 0.65; 95% CI, 0.34 to 1.25; P = .082; Table 1, Fig 2B).
Only number of prior lines of therapy was significantly as-
sociated with OS (Table 2). Patients with higher MSs had
higher CRs (4.5% v 2.2%), PRs (22.7% v 6.7%), and
SD≥ 6months (45.5% v 27.0%) compared with patients with
lower scores. Patients with higher MSs had significantly im-
proved ORRs (30.8% v 7.1%; P = .001) and clinical benefits
rates (SD ≥ 6 months, PR or CR; 73.1% v 34.1%; P, .001;
Table 1, Fig 3). This remained significant in multivariate
analysis for clinical benefit rate (SD ≥ 6 months, PR or CR;
adjusted HR 4.80; 95% CI, 1.71 to 13.44; P = .003). Mul-
tivariate analysis for ORR was not performed as no other
covariate (age, disease site, or number of lines of prior
therapy) had P , .2 in univariate analysis (Table 3).

Higher Compliance to MTB Recommendations Was

Associated With Improved PFS, OS, and Response Rates

Women who received treatment that followed all MTB rec-
ommendations (PFS 9.3 months; 95% CI, 8.0 to 10.6; HR
0.46; 95% CI, 0.25 to 0.84; P = .011) or part of MTB rec-
ommendations (PFS 6.3months; 95%CI, 4.8 to 7.8; HR 0.54;
95% CI, 0.34 to 0.84) had significantly longer PFS compared
with women who received physician’s choice treatment that
did not follow MTB recommendations (PFS 3.4 months; 95%
CI, 2.5 to 4.3 months; Table 2, Fig 2C). After adjusting for
disease site and number of prior lines of therapy, this effect
remained significant (adjusted HR partial recommendations
versus physician’s choice 0.5; 95%CI, 0.3 to 0.9;P= .018 and

adjusted HR all recommendations versus physician’s choice
HR 0.6; 95% CI, 0.4 to 0.9; P = .029; Table 2). Women who
received treatment that followed all (OS 17.1 months; 95% CI,
10.1 to 24.1; HR 0.46; 95% CI, 0.20 to 1.04; P = .063) or part
(OS 17.8months; 95%CI, 9.2 to 26.4; HR 0.76; 95%CI, 0.45
to 1.30; P = .322) of MTB recommendations also had longer
OS compared with women who received physician’s choice
treatment (OS 10.8 months; 95% CI, 8.0 to 26.4); this effect
was significant on Kaplan-Meier Wilcoxon overall comparison
(chi-square 6.27, P = .046; Fig 2D). By Cox regression, MTB
compliance showed a trend toward improved OS, which was
not statistically significant (Table 2).

Compliance toMTBwas significantly associatedwith improved
objective response rates; women who received treatment that
followed all MTB recommendations had 10.9 (95% CI, 1.9 to
63.8) times higher odds of objective response than women
who did not receive any MTB-recommended treatments
(P = .008; Table 3). Additionally, women who received part
(odds ratio 2.6; 95% CI, 1.5 to 8.7; P = .004) or all (odds ratio
9.5; 95% CI, 2.6 to 35.0; P = .001) of recommended treat-
ments had significantly higher odds of clinical benefit com-
pared with women who received physician’s choice regimen;
this effect remained significant in multivariate analysis
adjusting for disease site (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

The utilization of NGS to help inform treatment options for
patients with gynecologic and breast cancers is increasing
in frequency. Importantly, however, the findings can be
difficult to interpret and implement in clinical practice.
Understanding and prioritizing driver aberrations, con-
sidering alterations that may signify resistance, combining
and dosing multiple targeted therapies, and directing
patients to applicable clinical trials is a complex process.
Multiple institutions have initiated MTBs to assist clini-
cians, with suggestion of improved outcomes.6,7,24,26,33-35

TABLE 1. PFS, OS, and Response Rate of Patients With Gynecologic and Breast Cancers Presented at MTB by MS (, 40% v ≥ 40%), Reflecting the Degree
of Matching (see Methods), in Women With Change in Treatment After MTB Presentation

PFS and OS of Patients With Gynecologic and Breast Cancers Presented at MTB in Whole Cohort (N = 113) by MS

MS Median PFS (range; months) P Median OS (range; months) P

All patients (N = 113) 5.1 (0.4-73.5) .002 12.9 (0.7-73.5) .082

, 40% (n = 87) 3.9 (0.4-73.5) 11.9 (0.7-73.5)

≥ 40% (n = 26) 9.3 (1.4-19.0) 18.8 (1.5-44.8)

Response Rate According to MSs (n = 111)a

MS CR, No. (%) PR, No. (%) SD ‡ 6 Months, No. (%) PD, No. (%) P

, 40% 2 (2.2) 6 (6.7) 24 (27.0) 57 (64.0) ORR (PR or CR): P = .001
Clinical benefit rate (SD ≥ 6 months,
PR or CR): P , .001

≥ 40% 1 (4.5) 5 (22.7) 10 (45.5) 6 (27.3)

Bold values indicate statistically significant P value.
Abbreviations: CR, complete response; MS, matching score; MTB, Molecular Tumor Board; ORR, overall response rate; OS, overall survival; PD,

progressive disease; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.
aTwo patients were removed because of ongoing SD with follow-up , 6 months.
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We identified 164 gynecologic and breast cancer patients
with NGS presented at our MTB. The genomic landscape in
our study was similar to that reported in The Cancer Ge-
nome Atlas (TCGA) publication of over 2,500 patients with
breast and gynecologic cancers.36 Both studies showed
high rates of alterations in TP53 (44% of patients in TCGA v
54% in this study), PIKC3CA (32% v 27%), PTEN (20% v
15%), and ARID1A (14% v 15%) in breast and gynecologic
cancers (Data Supplement). Of the 113 women evaluable
for treatment, 54% received matched therapy, which is
similar to other studies.6,33,37

Clinical benefit rate (SD ≥ 6 months, PR or CR) was also
similar to prior studies. In one study of 198 patients, in-
cluding 5% of patients with breast cancer and , 1% with
gynecologic cancer, 58%who receivedMTB-recommended
therapy showed SD or PR.33 Another study of 67 patients

with gynecologic cancer showed a 64% clinical benefit
rate.37 Patients in our study who received at least part of
MTB-recommended therapy had a 59% clinical benefit rate.
We also stratified clinical benefit rates by MS and showed a
significant association between higher MS and clinical
benefit rate, with 73% of women with MS ≥ 40% having
SD . 6 months, PR or CR. Patients with MS , 40% had a
significantly lower rate of SD ≥ 6 months, PR or CR of 34%
(P , .001). MS ≥ 40% was also associated with improved
objective response rate (CR or PR; 31% v 7%, P = .001).

Previous studies have used 50% or 25% as the MS cut
point6,7,26; however, a high MS in this cohort was better
described as ≥ 40%, probably because of the limited
number of patients withMS. 50% (n= 22). It is important to
accumulate more data to determine whether there are
thresholds of degrees of matching that predict benefit from
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FIG 2. Survival outcomes by MS and compliance to MTB recommendations. (A) PFS by MS reflecting degree of matching (see Methods; n = 113 patients).
Themedian PFS for the whole cohort was 5.1 months (95%CI, 3.8 to 6.4) and by MS category: 0%-39% 3.9months (95% CI, 2.9 to 4.8) and 40%-100% 9.3
months (95% CI, 6.8 to 11.8). Higher MS was statistically significantly related to longer PFS (Wilcoxon P = .002). HR was calculated by Cox regression. (B) OS
by MS reflecting degree of matching (see Methods; n = 113). Themedian OS for the whole cohort was 12.9months (95%CI, 9.0 to 16.8) and byMS category:
0%-39% 11.9 months (95% CI, 9.7 to 14.1) and 40%-100% 18.8 months (95% CI, 14.8 to 22.8; Wilcoxon P = .08). (C) PFS according to the compliance to
recommendation of MTB. Median PFS by compliance with MTB recommendation: all recommendations followed 9.0 months (95% CI, 7.7 to 10.3), part of
recommendations followed 6.0 months (95% CI, 4.0 to 8.0), and physician’s choice (did not follow any recommendations) 4.0 months (95% CI, 2.9 to 5.1;
Wilcoxon P = .004). HR was calculated by Cox regression. (D) OS according to the compliance to recommendation of MTB. Median OS by compliance with
MTB recommendation: all recommendations followed 17.1 months (95% CI, 10.1 to 24.1), part of recommendations followed 17.8 months (95% CI, 9.2 to
26.4), and physician’s choice (did not follow any recommendations) 10.8 months (95% CI, 8.0 to 13.6; Wilcoxon P = .046). HR was calculated by Cox
regression. HR, hazard ratio; MS, matching score; MTB, Molecular Tumor Board; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
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TABLE 2. Univariate and Multivariate Analyses for PFS and OS in Patients With Gynecologic and Breast Cancers (n = 113) Presented at MTB

Characteristic

PFS OS

No.
Median

(95% CI; months)

Univariate Multivariatea,* Multivariatea,**
Median

(95% CI; months)

Univariate Multivariatea,* Multivariatea,**

HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P

Age, years

≥ 61 58 5.5 (4.1 to 6.9) Ref — — — — — 17.8 (11.4 to 24.2) Ref — — — — —

, 61 55 4.0 (2.5 to 5.5) 1.2 (0.8 to 1.8) .362 — — — — 11.6 (9.4 to 13.9) 1.1 (0.7 to 1.8) .705 — — — —

Disease site

GYN 28 7.7 (3.1 to 12.3) Ref — Ref — Ref — 23.7 (11.2 to 36.2) Ref — — — Ref —

Breast 85 4.0 (2.6 to 5.4) 1.5 (0.9 to 2.4) .091 1.1 (0.6 to 1.8) .841 1.2 (0.7 to 2.0) .498 11.9 (9.8 to 14.0) 2.0 (1.0 to 4.0) .058 1.5 (0.7 to 3.1) .307 1.6 (0.8 to 3.4) .210

MS, %

0-39 87 3.9 (2.9 to 4.9) Ref — Ref — — — 11.9 (9.7 to 14.1) Ref — Ref — — —

40-100 26 9.3 (6.8 to 11.8) 0.51 (0.3 to 0.9) .010 0.5 (0.3 to 0.8) .006 — — 18.8 (14.8 to 22.8) 0.7 (0.3 to 1.2) .196 0.6 (0.3 to 1.2) .160 — —

No. of prior lines of
therapy

≥ 3 68 4.6 (3.5 to 5.7) Ref — Ref — Ref — 11.9 (9.8 to 14.0) Ref — Ref — Ref —

, 3 45 6.3 (3.8 to 8.8) 0.7 (0.5 to 1.1) .114 0.6 (0.4 to 1.0) .034 0.8 (0.5 to 1.2) .257 23.7 (15.9 to 31.5) 0.5 (0.3 to 0.9) .029 0.5 (0.3 to 0.9) .032 0.6 (0.3 to 1.0) .054

Compliance to MTB

None 52 3.4 (2.5 to 4.3) Ref — — — Ref — 10.8 (8.0 to 13.6) Ref — — — Ref —

Partial 45 6.3 (4.8 to 7.8) 0.5 (0.3 to 0.8) .011 — — 0.5 (0.3 to 0.9) .018 17.8 (9.2 to 26.4) 0.8 (0.4 to 1.3) .322 — — 1.0 (0.5 to 1.7) .870

All 16 9.3 (8.0 to 10.6) 0.5 (0.3 to 0.8) .006 — — 0.6 (0.4 to 0.9) .029 17.1 (10.1 to 24.1) 0.5 (0.2 to 1.0) .063 — — 0.5 (0.2 to 1.2) .115

Covariates with P , .2 were included in multivariate analysis. Bold values indicate statistically significant P value.
Abbreviations: GYN, gynecologic; HR, hazard ratio; MS, matching score; MTB, Molecular Tumor Board; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
aBecause MS was correlated with compliance to Molecular Tumor Board recommendations (women with MS ≥ 40% were more likely to have treatment compliant with recommendations, P , .001),

multivariate analyses were performed separately for MS* and compliance to MTB recommendations**.
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73.1% v 34.1%; P < .001

FIG 3. Response rates in patients
whose therapy changed after Molecular
Tumor Board stratified by MS reflecting
degree of matching (see Methods;
n = 111 patients [two patients were
excluded from the analysis, given SD
ongoing at , 6 months of follow-up])
Patients who hadMSs ≥ 40% (n = 26)
were more likely to have favorable
clinical response than patients who had
MSs , 40% (n = 85): ORR is defined
as CR or PR (P = .001). Clinical benefit
rate includes SD for ≥ 6 months, PR,
and CR (P , .001). See also Table 3.
Because of rounding, numbers do not
add to 100% in cohort with MS, 40%.
CR, complete response; MS, matching
score; ORR, overall response rate; PD,
progressive disease; PR, partial re-
sponse; SD, stable disease. Molecular
Tumor Board–guided matched therapy
correlated with improved breast and
gynecologic cancer outcomes

TABLE 3. Univariate and Multivariate Analyses for ORR (PR/CR) and Clinical Benefit Rate (SD ≥ 6 Months, PR or CR) in Patients With Gynecologic and
Breast Cancers (n = 111a) Presented at MTB

Characteristic No.

ORR (PR/CR) Clinical Benefit Rate (SD ‡ 6 Months, PR or CR)

Univariate Univariate Multivariateb Multivariateb

OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

Age, years

≥ 61 56 Ref Ref — — — —

, 61 55 0.71 (0.23 to 2.18) .545 0.62 (0.29 to 1.33) .219 — — — —

Disease site

GYN 28 Ref Ref Ref Ref

Breast 83 0.56 (0.17 to 1.84) .338 0.47 (0.20 to 1.12) .089 0.78 (0.29 to 2.07) .616 0.74 (0.29 to 1.94) .546

MS, %c

0-39 87 Ref Ref Ref — —

40-100 26 5.85 (1.81 to 18.96) .003 5.24 (1.98 to 13.91) < .001 4.80 (1.71 to 13.44) .003 — —

No. of prior lines of therapy

≥ 3 67 Ref Ref — — — —

, 3 44 1.16 (0.38 to 3.62) .792 1.58 (0.73 to 3.40) .245 — — — —

Compliance to MTB

None 50 Ref Ref — — Ref

Partial 45 4.42 (0.87 to 22.52) .077 2.62 (1.51 to 8.68) .004 — — 3.34 (1.35 to 8.31) .009

All 16 10.91 (1.87 to 63.78) .008 9.50 (2.58 to 35.01) .001 — — 8.82 (2.35 to 33.17) .001

Covariates with P , .2 were included in multivariate analysis. Bold values indicate statistically significant P value.
Abbreviations: CR, complete response; GYN, gynecologic; MS, matching score; MTB, Molecular Tumor Board; OR, odds ratio; ORR, overall response rate;

PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.
aTwopatients were excluded from the analysis, given censorship at, 6months follow-up; one lost to follow-up and one had an adverse effect and changed therapy.
bBecause MS was correlated with compliance to Molecular Tumor Board recommendations (women with MS ≥ 40% were more likely to have treatment

compliant with recommendations, P , .001), multivariate analyses were performed separately for MS and compliance to MTB recommendations.
cMS is calculated by evaluating total number of alterations targeted by drugs given divided by total number of alterations. For example, if a tumor had four

alterations and the patient received two therapies that targeted two of these alterations, the score would be 50% (two of four alterations targeted).
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matched combination therapy or there is a linear relationship
between degree of matching and outcome. It is also con-
ceivable that matching thresholds may be different by dis-
ease site, a subject that should be evaluated in future studies.
Regardless, higher percentage of alterations targeted by a
treatment regimen seems to be correlated with improved
response rates and survival in the pan-cancer setting.7

Higher compliance to MTB recommendations was also
associated with improved outcomes in univariate and
multivariate analyses. The pooled experience and exper-
tise, especially with combination therapy and navigating
patients to clinical trials, may be important in improving
patient results. The logistics of establishing MTBs at indi-
vidual institutions may be limiting. One study evaluated the
use of a virtual tumor board38 to improve access. Remote
access may be important in expanding availability to expert
opinion, especially in patients with complicated NGS results
and treatment histories.

Limitations of our study include that it was a heterogeneous
cohort, with breast and various gynecologic cancers. TCGA
analysis has shown that breast and gynecologic cancers had
significant molecular commonalities but also differences.39

Our MTB also tends to evaluate patients with a more tumor
agnostic approach, prioritizing molecular characteristics.
Additionally, primary disease site was not found to be as-
sociated with any specific oncologic outcome onmultivariate
analyses. This study is also limited by lack of random as-
signment to control for differences in treatment decisions or
standardization for molecular analysis time points, tests, and
follow-up, reflecting the real-world nature of this study.

On the basis of the current observations, we advocate for
expanding MTBs to assist with treatment decisions for pa-
tients with breast and gynecologic cancers since compliance
with our MTB was associated with greater degrees of
matching patients with therapy, which in turn was correlated
with improvements in response rates and survival outcomes.
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APPENDIX

Patients with breast or gynecologic malignancies presented at MTB
(N = 165a)

Received completely matched
   Treatment
   Breast
   Ovarian
   Endometrial
   Cervical

(n = 8)
(n = 3)
(n = 2)
(n = 2)
(n = 1)

Received partially matched
   Treatment
   Breast
   Ovarian
   Endometrial
   Cervical
   Vulvar
   GYN unknown primary

(n = 45)
(n = 34)
(n = 9)
(n = 7)
(n = 1)
(n = 1)
(n = 1)

Received unmatched therapy
   Breast
   Ovarian
   Endometrial

(n = 52)
(n = 48)

(n = 1)
(n = 3)

Exclusion
   Lost to follow-up or death within 1 month of MTB
   Received no treatment
   Treatment not changed within 6 months of MTB
   Male patient with breast cancer

(n = 52)
(n = 8)
(n = 9)

(n = 34)
(n = 1)

Patients with follow-up and change in
   treatment after MTB

(n = 113)

FIG A1. CONSORT diagram of patients with breast (n = 129) and GYN (n = 36) cancers presented at MTB. aTwo patients (1.2% of 165) were
also part of the published IPREDICT study7; the majority of patients were different because the IPREDICT study included a face-to-face MTB
as well as an electronic MTB, although this study includes only patients presented in a face-to-faceMTB. GYN, gynecologic; MTB,Molecular
Tumor Board.
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TABLE A1. Patient Characteristics and Sequencing Tests (N = 164)
Total Patients (breast and GYN; N = 164) No. %

Median age at MTB (range), years 59 (20-86)

No. of patients with breast cancer 128 78.0

No. of patients with gynecologic cancer 36 22.0

Ovarian (36.1% of gynecologic cancers) 13 7.9

High-grade serous 8 4.9

Low-grade serous 2 1.2

Clear cell 1 0.6

Neuroendocrine 1 0.6

Transitional cell 1 0.6

Endometrial (41.7% of gynecologic
cancers)

15 9.1

Endometrioid 7 4.3

Grade 1 3 1.8

Grade 2 0 0.0

Grade 3 3 1.8

Unknown grade 1 0.6

Serous 5 3.0

Clear cell 1 0.6

Carcinosarcoma 3 1.8

Cervical (13.9% of gynecologic cancers) 5 3.0

Squamous cell carcinoma 3 1.8

Adenocarcinoma 1 0.6

Clear cell 1 0.6

Vulvar (2.8% of gynecologic cancers) 1 0.6

Squamous cell carcinoma 1 0.6

Unknown gynecologic primary
(5.6% of gynecologic cancers)

2 1.2

Adenocarcinoma 1 0.6

Squamous cell carcinoma 1 0.6

No. of patients with NGS

Tissue-based sequencing 148 90.2

Liquid biopsy 61 37.2

No. of patients with immunotherapy
biomarkers

MSI 50 30.5

MSI high 2 1.2

Microsatellite stable 48 29.3

PD-1/PD-L1 by IHC 49 29.9

Negative 41 25.0

Low positive 5 3.0

High 2 1.2

Indeterminate 1 0.6

TMB (range in data set),
mutations/megabase

51 31.1

Low (1-5.59) 30 18.3

(Continued in next column)

TABLE A1. Patient Characteristics and Sequencing Tests (N = 164)
(Continued)
Total Patients (breast and GYN; N = 164) No. %

Intermediate (6-16) 18 11.0

High (23-47) 3 1.8

Matching treatment

No. of recommended target-matched
agents, median (range)

3 (0-4)

Abbreviations: GYN, gynecologic; IHC, immunohistochemistry;
MSI, microsatellite instability; MTB, Molecular Tumor Board; NGS,
next-generation sequencing; PD-1, programmed death 1; PD-L1,
programmed death-ligand 1; TMB, tumor mutational burden.
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